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ON ERGATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN OSTYAK

Ulla-Maija Kulonen
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There is only one language in the Uralic language family, which has an
independent syntactic category that can be referred to as ergative. This
language is Ostyak, also called Khanty. Ostyak belongs to the Ugric
branch of uralic - or Finno-Ugric - languages, and its most closely re-
lated languages are Vogul and Hungarian.

In Ostyak there are three syntactic construction types: (nominative-)ac-
tive, (nominative-)passive and ergative. They have the following form:
active: Ag [NOM] -Pat [NOlvlACC] -V UNDEFIDEFI
ergative: Ag [I-OC] -Pat INOWACC] -V UNDEFiDEFI
passive: (Ag [I-oc] -) Pat [NoM] -V [PAss]

active/indefinite:
&u [NOM] rjt [NOM] tus IINDEF] '(a) man carried a boat'
active/definite:
È¡¡ [NOM] rjt [NOM] tusta IDE,FI'(a) man carried the boat'
ergative/indefinite:
kuna Ít-æ,) rj, [NoM] øs IINDEf] '(the) man canied a boar'
ergative/definite:
hna [tæ.\rjt [NoM] tusta IDEFI '(the) man carried the boat'
passive:
htna ILaC] rjt [NoM] ¡¡¡sj [pess] 'althe boat was carried by the man'

In the construction type referred to as ergative, the logical and grammati-
cal subject, the Agentive, is marked with the locative case, while the ob-
ject, the Patient, is unmarked or marked with the accusative, if it is a per-
sonal pronoun. The verb is active in form and agrees with the subject in
number and person, or both with the subject and the object when the ob-
jective conjugation is used. It seems ttrat the ergative constructions are
used only with verbs that have the Ag-Pat relation. As for the history of
the ergative constructions, a very credible statement has been made by
Honti (197 I : 436): viz. because I ) the ergative constructions are cornmon
in OstyE and very rare in other Ostyak dialects 2) the old ending of the
accusative for nouns has vanished from all of the Ostyak dialects, not
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from Vogul and 3) in many of the Siberian languages, the eastern neigh-
bours of the Ostyaks, there are also ergative constructions, then the use of
the ergative in Ostyak has 1) its origin in the eastern dialects, 2) due to the
disappearance of the accusative case and 3) due to the influence of those
Paleo-Siberian languages that also have ergative constructions.

The Ostyak ergative constructions do not represent a prototypical er-
gative in the sense that the subject of the transitive verb is marked with a
special ergative case and both ttre subject of the intransitive verb and the
(direcÐ object is unmarked or in an >>absolute> case (Comrie 1975: t2),
i.e. a construction which identifies intransitive subjects wittr direct objects
as opposed to transitive subjects (Plank 1979:4). The fact separating the
Ostyak ergative sentences from the prototypical ergatives is that Ostyak
does not identify the (direct) object with the >intransitive> subject: this
can be seen when the object is a personal pronoun and marked with the
accusative case. The primary distinction that can be seen between the no-
minative type and the ergative constructions in Ostyak is that the latter is
used to mark the logical and grammatical subject of the sentence.

There is no reason to call OstyE an ergative language, because the sen-
tence type forms only a small part of the sentences besides the >normal>>

nominative type active and passive constructions. There is some kind of a
split in the use of the ergative and nominative constructions, as in most
languages referred to as ergative (Trask 1979).lt is probable that the use
of the ergative construction type in OstyE is >>functional>> in the sense that
Plank (1979: 5) defines it: >>the choice between ergative or accusative align-
ment is contingent upon semantic-pragmatic or syntactic factors>. Ac-
cording to Trask's statement (1979:388) about the two main types of er-
gative split, >NP split> and the >tense/aspect spliÞ, the use of the ergative
in OstyE does not fit to either of these well. The general characteristics
that Trask has applied to the ergative in the languages that have a >>ten-

se/aspect spliÞ are quite similar to that of OstyE, except that the use of
the ergative does not seem to be restricted to any given tense or aspect.
Trask gives the following features to his group B (T/A -split): the ergati-
ve is a marginal construction type in the language, it is used mainly to
mark a transitive subject, the superficial nature of the ergative in these
languages makes it possible to use ergative constructions besides the accu-
sative constructions in the same tenses and aspects, using the same subject
and the same object, while the actual difference in the meaning of the dif-
ferent constructions lies in the emphasis of the constituents. (Trask 1979:
389.)
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What then is the functional use of the ergative in OstyE? Thc view
most often adopted is ttrat it is used to emphasize the subject. This is natu-
rally a very tempting idea because the ergative construction can be ¡e-
garded as having its origin in the disappearance of the original object
marker, and the agent marker (abstracted from the passive) has been a
way to distinguish the subject from the object. This idea is not, however,
supported by the fact that the locative ending is also used in sentences with
an accusative marked object as in the following:

(1) Vj dpanne jõyat ënta wëwal (NyK 84: 135)
father-PX.SG 1 SG-LOC-S he-ÀCC-O nor rake-INDEF3SG
'my father does not take him with him'

The emphasis of the subject has been ofæn identified with its definiteness.
This interpretation does not explain why ergative constructions are fre-
quently used with subjects that already are definite, e.g. proper names, as
in the following

(2> Yj iwönna ninö jolâywâI: "mö niqintasan" (NyK 84: 153)
Ivan-LOC-S they(2)-DAT say-INDEF3SG (O:) I-S get married-
INDEFlSG
'Ivan said to them: >>I have got marrieô)

In the following I will present something that I discovered in the ergative
sentences collected from different sources of Eastern Ostyak material. I
have made the following table on the basis of numbers of passive and er-
gative sentences in the eastem dialects:

Dialect
V (Gulya)
V (Teryoshkin)
vj
Tra
Pim

pages senlpage
10 44.5
n 25.0
16 60.9
9 60.s
9 36.3

ps erg+psþage
4.t
2.8
6.9
6.7
3.0

22
57
39
58
25

erg
19
19

72
2
2

index
10.8
8.9
8.8
9.1

t2.t

Table l. Number of passive and ergative sentences in OstyE

Even though the ergative construction is usually treated as a special
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phenomenon of the vakh dialect, it can be seen as essentially more fre-
quent in the Vj æxts than in V. ln other Ostyþ (Surgut)_dialects, ergative

construction seems to be rare and in other dialects of Ostyak it appears

only sporadically. It also seems clear that the numbers of ergative and

passivè sentences correlate - as is shown in the table - in such a way

ihat ergative sentences are mofe frequent in those dialects in which there

seems io be fewer passive sentences. If the numbers of ergative and passi-

ve sentences are summed up, we discover that the index which shows the

number of accusative-active sentences for each ergative or passive sen-

tence is very close to the index of passivization in the other Ob-Ugrian

dialects. This leads us to the conclusion that the functions of the passive

and ergative sentences are partly the same. The problem is, which func-

tions of the passive are transferred to the ergative sentences.

When we are trying to determine the functions of the ergative senten-

ces in Ostyak, our first task is to clarify the general conditions for the

occurrence of the sentence type in question. This includes the investigation

of the semantic structures possible in ergative sentences, followed by an

examination of the promotion vs. demotion (or absence) of the arguments

of the predicate, their definiteness vs. indefiniteness, their position in the

hierarcþ of animacy or intentionality, as well as the thematic structure of
the ergative sentences.

The semantic structure of ergative sentences in Ostyak seems to be re-

stricted to semantic relations of Agent and Patient. This is a very tight re-

striction if we compare it to the scale of semantic relations which occur in
passive constructions: I have found ten different semântic structures in

bstyak passive sentences. In ergative constructions besides the simple two-
plaðed ielation of Ag and Pat, only a three-placed one with an additional

iìecipient may appear. Both the Pat and the Rec may appear in the object

position in the ergative as well as in the nominative-active sentence:

(3) Y j hina iõyä pömítlata kuiâl põIta (NvK 84: 149)

wife-LOC-S he-DAT show-DEF.SG3SG husband-PX.SG3SG

coat-NOM-O
'the woman showed him his husband's coat'

(4) Vl jaynâ min(t) ñöñ(t)l-pa ënta meiimsil (NyK 84: 127)

people-LOC-S we-ACC-O bread-IF not give-DEF.PL3PL
'the people don't give us any more bread'
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(5) Yj pö-kõtna jay minö rök totâylltwâl¡ (NyK 84: 139)
now-and-then people-NOM-S we-DAT flour-NOM-O bring-
INDEF.3PL
'now and then the people bring to us some flour'

(6) V min nåqa wokltâ majâltânân (Honti 1984: 63)
we(2)-NOM-S you-DAT fox-IF give-DEF.SGl DU
'we give you a fox'

The appearance of the arguments in the ergative sentence is an important
question when we are dealing with an Ob-Ugrian language, which usually
show the possibility of deletion in a very large scale of situations. The
subject of tlre sentence can normally be deleted right after it has been in-
troduced and the deletion can take place as long as there is no doubt about
who is the subject. Because ofthe personal ending on the verb, the lst and
2nd person subjects can be deleted right in the beginning of the text,
because the person of the subject is identifiable on the basis of the verb
form. With ttre help of the definite conjugation of the verb also a definite
object can be deleted, as soon as it has once been mentioned. In ergative
constructions only object deletion is possible. The subject cannot be de-
leted because the nominative-active and ergative sentences can formally be
separated only on the basis of the marking of the Ag. In the material of
101 ergative sentences 66 sentences have an apparent object thatis,2/3 of
the ergative sentences have two overt arguments, one of which is the
Agentive and the other the Patient of the situation.

The use of the definite vs. indefinite conjugation of the verb shows the
definiteness of the object in the sentence.InT2 sentences the predicate is
in the form of definite conjugation, while in 29 sentences the predicate
shows an indefinite form. The number of definite objects is, however,
bigger that 72, because the use of the definite conjugation is obligatory
only in situations in which the definite object is deleted. In the case of an
overt definite object, ttre definite conjugation of the verb is facultative. In
15 sentences with an indefinite-formed verb the overt object is a personal
pronoun, very clearly definite:

(7) Vj ,ãpamnâ jöyat ënta wè'wal (NyK 84: 135)
father-PX.SGISG-LOC-S he-ACC-O not take-INDEF.3SG
'my father does not take him'
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(8) Yj hãslnâ nuin(t) eraylilawal (KT 81)
man-LOC-S I-ACC-O mention-INDEF.3SG
'someone is speaking about me'

(9) Yj l<annâ nöqa(t) wals (NyK 84: 131)
czar-LOC-S you-ACC-O call-INDEF.3SG
'the czar is calling you'

There are only a few repliques which have to be regarded as indefiniæ
objects, e.g.

(10) Yj iwönnölbl.aytanta jëyilkalwal: "mönt öl lùj!tây!" (NyK 84: 157)
Ivan-LOC-S scream-INF begin-INDEF.3SG I-ACC-O not leave-
IMPERAT
'Ivan starts to scream: >>Don't leave me!>'

On the basis of the context most of the objects which appear with a verb
in indefinite form can be regarded as definite. Many of these contain a
definite element (px, definite pronoun etc.) and in these cases the definite
marking of the verb is not necessary:

(11) V apilöTô ti kãntây jay ll welsat (TO 120)
father-PX.SG IPL-LOC-S this Ostyak people-NOM-O (down)
KiII-INDEF.3PL
'our father killed ttrese Ostyaks'

Besides the 7 repliques there are only three sentences with a clearly inde-
finite object. The definite conjugation which directly shows the definite-
ness of the object appears in the predicate of 72 sentences (727o). In the
majority of these sentences the object is overt, i.e. not deleted, e.g.

(12) Yj ãpatnnâ t:u töy! on(t)âltâ (NyK 84: 139)
father-PX.SG I SG-LOC-S that place-NOM-O know-DEF.SG3SG
'my father knows the place'

(13) V põyallnâ ëqkil wuyakStâtâ (TO ll8)
boy-LOC-S mother-PX.SG3SG-NOM-O call-DEF.SG3SG
'the boy is calling his mother'

It seems that these sentences show an emphasis on the object. At least the
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object is placed in front of the predicaæ which is the typical focus posi-
tion. It is more complicated to define the function of those ergative sen-
tences in which the (definite) object is deleted. The thematic strucrure of
this sentence type is problematic: when the object is so well known that it
can be delèted, it is already near to the topic position from the thematic
point of view. That is, something is said about the deleted object, e.g.

(14) Vj jëyal-pdkkâlamnâ tuyaltân (NyK 84: 155)
brother-PX.DuISG-LOC-S bring-DEF.Sc3DU
'my brothers have taken it away'

(15) Yj tapal mënna uyøllm (NyK 84: 157)
last-year I-LOC-S see-DEF.SGISG
'I saw him last year'

There are 3l sentences of this kind. This type of an ergative sentence
seems very similar to the passive construction. In the passive construction,
the passive subject, normally the Patient, is often deleted. In this case, when
the personal pronoun object is deleted, the corresponding passive sentence
is very similar:

(15a) Vj *tapalmënna uyal!
last-year I.LOC-AG see-PASS.3SG
'he was seen by me last year'

The difference is more remarkable between ergative (l5b) and passive
(l5c) if the personal pronoun is overt:

(l5b) Vj *tapalmënna jõyatu'yallm (NyK 84: 157)
last-year I-LOC-S he-ACC-O see-DEF.SGISG
'I saw him last year'

(15c) Vj *jöy tapal mënna uyal! (NyK 84: 157)
he-NOM-S last-year I-LOC-AG see-PASS.3SG
'he was seen by me last year'

In my ergative material, most interesting are those ten sentences in which
the overt object is topicalized and the locative marked subject is in the
focus position in front of the predicate, as in normal passive sentences:
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(16) Yj kaklmânt'iyrarc dsra (NyK 84: 157)

brother-PX.Scl DU-O tiger-LOC-S eat-DEF.SG3SG
'the (a ?) tiger has eaten our younger brother'

(17) Yj kuntâ puylaiõmämenna tí wer mínna iayaitÍsa4lzyöliman
(NyK 84: 143)
when village-LAT come-GER-LOC this thing-NOM-O people-

LAT tell-DEF.SGIDU
'when we arrived in the village, we told this thing to the people'

A closer look at the quality of the 66 overt objects reveals tlnt32 of these

are definite nouns, 15 personal pronouns,9 subordinate clauses and 7 re-

pliques. In three sentences there is a nominal object that has to be regar-

ãe¿ inOeRnite and new. Also the repliques have to be interpreted as inde-

finite objects. All the deleted objects are definite.
The subject is overt in all ergative sentences, as stated above, because

the marking of the subject is the only formal criterion of the ergative

construction. What is the function of the ergative construction from he

point of view of the subject? The ergative marker on the subject does not

mark the subject definite, because the subject seems to be already definite

in the majority of the ergative sentences: The subject is a personal pronoun

in 13 sentences (lSg in 4, 3Sg in 5, lDu and 3Du both in two sentences).

Proper nouns or the like (Ivan, Czar, God) appear in the subject position

in 3-8 sentences, nouns defined by a px or demonstrative pronoun, especial-

ly kinship terms with px, in 15 sentences. Nouns in the subject position

without ã special definite marker appear in 35 ergative sentences. The

majority of these can be regarded as definite on the basis of the context,

that is, also without the locative suffix they would be definiæ.

In the hierarchy of animacy or intentionality the subject is in all er-

gative sentences on the same level with the object, in many of the senten-

ðes above the object. The subject in an Ostyak ergative sentence has al-

ways the role of Agentive, as stated, and the Agentive is always animate

anã able to control over the situation. In my material there are only four
sentences with a non-human subject and human object, but also in these

sentences the division of the syntactic roles is expected: the constituents in
the subject position are tigers or wild animals and ttre predicate is 'eat',
that is, >tigers have eaten our brothen. The Ostyak ergative therefore

does not support the view of the ergative construction as a marker of an

unexpected-subject. In many languages this is the case, when the role of
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the subject is restricted to some semantic functions. In Ostyak the subject
position in ergative sentences is restricted to the Agentive, the semantic
fr¡nction that most often appears in the subject position. Does this make
any sense? Why do we have to mark an Agentive as subject, even though
it is expecæd to occupy the subject position in any case? The answer lies
probably in the order between the subject and the object, Agentive and
Patienü in appr. one half of the situations expressed with an ergative con-
stn¡ction also the Patient is animate and human, that is, possesses the same
qualifications to act (as an Agentive). h these ergative sentences it seems

that the locative case ending marks one of two semantically equal argu-
ments as subject. Thus the syntactic functions of the arguments are defi-
ned not only by word order but also morphologically. We have to admit,
however, that in 15 sentences the morphological marking of the constitu-
ents is double, because also the personal pronoun as object is marked with
the accusative suffix.

Finally, a closer look at the thematic structure of the ergative senten-
ces. The topic of an Ostyak sentence is at the beginning of the sentence
and the place of the focalized constituent is in front of the verb. In the
majority of situations the subject and the topic represent the same con-
stituent and when the subject is overt, the sentence seldom begins with an-
other constituent. So a normally emphasized constituent order is SOV,
and when the speaker wants to topicalize another constituent than the ori-
ginal subject, he makes use of the passive. In the passive the topicalized
constituent becomes subject and the sentence begins with the subject, as

usual. The passive is not only good for the topicalization of the initial
object (or another nuclear constituent), but also for the focalization of the
initial subject. When the listener already knows that something has hap-
pened to the initial object, the initial subject can be expressed as the fo-
calized agent with the passive.

Most of the ergative sentences with an overt object (38 I 66 s.) show
the word order SOV, e.g.(2), (7), (8), (11), (13), (14) and (18):

(18) V pownâ mín(t) kätlawtas (KT 460)
priest-LOC-S we(2)-ACC-O marry-INDEF3SG
'the priest married us'

The order SVO is less common, it appears in 19 sentences, and in the
majority the place of the object is due to its heavy structure: it is repre-
sented by a subordinate clause or replique, e.g.
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iwänna ninö jolþywâl: "nui niqhttasan" (NyK 84: 153)
Ivan-LOC-S they(2)-DAT say-INDEF3SG I-NOM-S get mar-
ried-INDEFlSG
'Ivan told them: >I got married>'
lønnâ loll<âllâtâ, íto drâq knn-nëy tbras-ku ënta way!
(NyK 84: 151)
czar-LOC-S hear-DEF.SG3SG that other czar-land trader-
NOM-S not invite-PS3SG
'the czar heard that the trader from the foreign land had not
been invited'

There are only four sentences with an object represented by a single noun
which follows the predicate. In three of these the object is definite (on the
basis of the definite form of the verb) and one of the sentences show a

clearly indefinite and new nominal object:

(21) Yj lcnnnâ kittö jèyilwal lcõs! iwönä+i ( - - ) (NyK 84: 151)
czar-LOC-S send-INF begin-INDEF3SG man-NOM-O Ivan-
LAT
'the czar is going to send a man to see lvan'

Finally, there are nine sentences in my material which have the constitu-
ent order OSV. The object in nominative form is clearly in the topic po-
sition and the subject between the object and the verb is focalized. These
sentences seem to have the function of a passive construction:

(22) Yj kaklmânt'iVana dsta (NyK 84:157)
brother-PX.Sc1DU-NOM-O tiger-LOC-S eaI-DEF.SG3SG
'the (a ?) tiger has eaten our younger brother'

(23) Yj t'i wer mënna ip-pa nomllm (NyK 84: 143)
this thing-NOM-O I-LOC-S still remember-DEF.SGlSG
'I still remember this thing'

It seems, then, that the functions of the ergative and passive in Ostyak are
partly the same. However, we can ask what are the functions of the passi-
ve that have been transferred to ergative in the eastern dialects. First, one
would naturally consider the passive sentences with agent in which the
passive is used for the focalization of the Agentive; the ergative construc-
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tions would have taken their functions. This assumption is problematic:

The same dialects that in Ostyak make use of the ergative construction

also show the most passive sentences with agent. In fact, more than 507o

of tlre Easæm Ostyak passive sentences have an overt agent, which is uni-
versally uncommon. Furthermore, the majority of these sentences are

thematically exceptional in the sense that their agent is topicalized. One

universal assumption about the agent in passive sentences is that when the

agent is overt it never appears as the topic but rather in the focus posi-

tion. In these Ostyak passive sentences the perspective change typical of
the passive has taken place, but simultaneously the Agentive has preserved

its position as the topic. Thus, besides nominative-active sentences with
different thematic solutions, there are in Ostyak also passive sentences

with either a topicalized subject or a topicalized agent (which show the
perspective of the Patient), as well as ergative sentences with either a to-
picalized subject or topicalized object (and the perspective of the

Agentive).

Table (2): Summary

Subject
Object

Vo ovefi
1007o
66Vo

lo deleted
07o
347o

definite
66 s.

82 s.

indefinite
34 s.

19 s.

Hierarchy:
Subject = Object in 55 sentences (animate/humaly'intentional)

Subject < Object in 4 sentences (human vs. non-human)
Subject > Object in 42 sentences (animate/human/intentional)

The typical Ostyak ergative sentence is, then, one in which there is both a

defînite, known subject and an equally definite object. In the majority of
the sentences, the object is overt, the subject being always overt' Both of
the main constituents are animate and capable of actions, or the subject is

above the object in the hierarchy of intentionality' Both the definiteness

of the subject and its capability to action have to be considered rather as

preconditions of the ergative construction, not its functions. The same

goes for the objecl in the majority of the ergative sentences it is definite
on other grounds. So it seems that the use of the ergative construction

clarifies the syntactic role of the subject in sentences with a subject and an

object both of which are definite and fulfill the preconditions for the
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semantic function of the Agentive. Thus the use of the ergative makes pos-

sible the large variation of thematics and perspective in these senûences.
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